
Tonight in My Dreams - David Francey 
|C |C  
 
|C 
Tell me baby  would it be all right  would it be all right  if I saw you tonight 
     F                                                             |C      |C 
If I saw you tonight  saw you tonight  in my dreams    
|C 
Tell me baby would it be okay  we can get back home  by the break-a day 
     F                                                             |C      |C 
If I saw you tonight  saw you tonight  in my dreams     
 

|F                                                        |C                   |C 
I ain’t no liar  we can get higher  than heaven above 
|F                                           C                    G  |G  
I’m tellin’ you  baby it’s true  this  must  be  love 

 
|C 
We could go out  carryin’ on  just dancin’ ‘til dawn  with the radio on 
     F                                                             |C      |C     
If I saw you tonight  saw you tonight  in my dreams    
|C 
We could be dancin’ to a radio tune  I’ll kiss ya all night  by the light-a the moon 
     F                                                             |C      |C 
If I saw you tonight  saw you tonight  in my dreams    
 

|F                                                        |C                   |C 
I ain’t no liar  we can get higher  than heaven above 
|F                                           C                    G  |G  
I’m tellin’ you  baby it’s true  this  must  be  love 

 
| C | C | C | C | F | F | C | C |   C | C | C | C | F | F | C | C  
 

|F                                                        |C                   |C 
I ain’t no liar  we can get higher  than heaven above 
|F                                           C                    G  |G  
I’m tellin’ you  baby it’s true  this  must  be  love 

 
|C 
Tell me baby  would it be all right  would it be all right  if I saw you tonight 
     F                                                             |C       |C 
If I saw you tonight  saw you tonight  in my dreams 
    |F                                                             |C       |C 
If I saw you tonight  saw you tonight  in my dreams 
    |F                                                             |C G |C F |C G |F C      
If I saw you tonight  saw you tonight  in my dreams 
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